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What is the Crawler?
The Crawler is a system that collects your mapping and confirmation files automatically from you
in the form of a standard template, through an FTP file.

Benefits for you
The mapping is done by our system after receiving the mapping or confirmation
file automatically from your system.

By having mapping done regularly, you will show more products in your
searches as you will have the correct hotels and rate plans mapped.

Because of the dynamic nature of our product, we will have updated products
and contracts often. With a weekly crawler update, you will not miss out on any
of these.

Through the automation, we can keep a close eye on the properties that are
deactivated or not mapped and flag these to your system.

We make sure to customise promotions on specific hotels based on what is
mapped by our clients. So, the more you map, the more we can customise our
offering.

There is almost no development needed from your side. It’s a simple process of
creating an FTP folder (that can be password protected) to allow our template
on the system.

New Features of the Crawler
1. Access to Interphase
You have access to a client interphase which shows you live results for the latest mapping
update. Here you can see the mapped hotels, matched hotels and missing hotels per brand,
and download the list of hotels for each category. You can request log in credentials from
your account manager.

2. We show only distributable hotels
Instead of showing the entire portfolio of hotels for all three brands, the Crawler now shows
only the distributable hotels per brand, that are valid for the specific distribution channels you
have. So, if you have specific hotels that you do not deal with, or have deactivated, the crawler
will take these into account, and show only the hotels you are interested in.

3.

The Crawler is automated
It is possible to fully automate the process that the Crawler will follow:
• Download the file as per the template from your database
• Validate the information on the template
• Run the internal process on the One Hotel Mapping tool to map the hotels
• Update the metrics as per the mapping
• Create the output file for your mapping needs
• Send the file back to your FTP folder

We use a specific template to collect all the data with these parameters:

What is the Process?

Discuss the
delivery
options with
your account
manager.

Along with a
member of our
technical team,
decided on
where to host
the FTP file, as
well as the
format of the
file.

Create the
folder on your
system to host
the FTP file and
send the URL
location of the
folder to our
technical team.

Our technical
team will
configure our
system to
activate the
Crawler.

Should you have any questions on the Crawler, please do not hesitate to contact your account manager.

